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Front cover: Frances and 
David enjoying their home 
at our new residential 
development Eaton Park  
in Yatton.



Find out more: 
Our statutory Financial Statements contain 
more detailed financial and performance 
information – view or download a copy at 
www.curo-group.co.uk/annualreport 

Welcome to our 
annual report for 
2020-21. 
Last year was incredibly 
tough for many customers 
and colleagues alike. At 
the onset of the pandemic 
our immediate priority was 
making sure we continued 
providing essential services 
whilst keeping customers 
and colleagues safe. At the 
same time our customers 
have shown tremendous 
community spirit and 
kindness by coming 
together to support each 
other through challenging 
times.

Introduction
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Victor da Cunha
Chief Executive

Because of the disruption COVID-19 brought 
we were unable to complete some of our 
planned maintenance work. This year our 
priority is to recover lost time; our teams 
have new processes in place to catch up 
on delayed work and deliver renowned 
customer service. We have also increased 
substantially the budget for planned 
maintenance – indeed we’re now spending 
the highest amount for over 10 years.

We’ve continued to engage with customers 
through our resident engagement activities. 
Today we have resident groups covering 
themes such as estates, repairs and 
complaints. These groups play a vital role 
in providing feedback and helping us keep 
improving for all our customers. We know 
meeting virtually is not everyone’s cup of tea, 
so going forward we want to offer an inclusive 
mix of convenient ways for customers to get 
involved.

With around 7,000 registered customers, 
MyCuro is fast becoming our customers’ 
go-to self-service place for accessing 
useful information, making payments and 
booking repairs. This is great news as it gives 
colleagues more time to help customers who 
need a bit of extra support to get things done.
When it comes to resolving your complaints, 
we haven’t done as well as we should for 
various reasons to do with the pandemic and 
sadly we’ve seen an increase in the numbers 
we’ve received, and the time taken to resolve 
them. I am sorry for this. We’re continuing 
to focus on complaints – a priority for us this 
coming year. 

We’ve continued to help tackle the housing 
shortage, delivering 242 new homes and 
pressing Government for more investment 
into new housing. At the same time, we’ve 
managed to make some investments in 
customers’ homes despite social distancing 
and isolation requirements with some modest 
programmes of home improvements. 
Throughout we have maintained our focus 
on safety with checks, servicing and repairs 
delivered where we could.

This annual report includes comments from 
fellow customers, information about how we’re 
spending your money, a look at how we’ve 
performed across a range of measurements, 
as well as a closer look at some of the activities 
you’ve told us are important. 

I want to thank you for your patience during 
this unprecedented year. We’ve all had to 
adapt, and we’ve asked you to do things 
differently and sometimes accept delays we 
couldn’t avoid. I truly appreciate the flexibility 
and cooperation our customers have shown 
us at Curo. While the threat of COVID-19 
hasn’t fully lifted and we may yet need more 
patience and understanding from you, I look 
forward to seeing many of you soon in more 
normal circumstances.  
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Involving you 

We offer lots of different ways for customers to become 
more involved with Curo and with your community – we 
talk about this as resident engagement.  

Over the year we’ve seen a shift 
from face-to-face engagement 
as society has embraced digital 
technology. We’ve found new and 
interesting ways of running our 
customer groups, focus sessions 
and workshops. 

We know that customers would like us to 
return to face-to-face engagement and we’re 
starting to do this where it is safe. 

Using digital technology has allowed us 
to continue to hear our customers’ voices 
throughout the pandemic and lockdowns. 
We continued to offer the same menu of 
engagement opportunities as before by 
running them digitally and even launched 
some new options like our Leaseholder 
Engagement Group. 

In the past 12 months customers have:

• helped refresh our customer service and 
property strategies 

• communicated directly with our board 
members, asking questions and providing 
valuable insights 

• completed two scrutiny activities looking 
at Customer Accounts and Tenancy 
Compliance, leading to action plans helping 
us improve these services 

• joined several workshops examining 
specific services and looking at our 
strategies.

As COVID-19 restrictions ease, we aim to be 
doing even more engagement work with 
our customers – your voice is a vital part of 
improving our services. 

?DID YOU  
KNOW...
The number of Curo 
customers using VoiceBox,  
our online community - 
almost doubled from 977  
in 2019-2020 to 1,770 in  
2020-2021.



Find out more: 
For an in-depth report, view our Resident 
Engagement Annual Report:  
www.curo-group.co.uk/annualreport

Photo: The pandemic 
didn’t stop us holding 
our annual Residents’ 
Conference which we 
broadcast live on YouTube, 
Facebook and Zoom.
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Your community 

We’ve worked closely with 
residents to support and build 
on the brilliant skills and talents 
that every community already 
has. Over the year we worked with 
communities to:

• connect and meet with each other digitally 
during lockdown, providing training in 
digital meeting tools like Zoom and Google 
Meet

• connect them with local councillors and 
organisations providing local services

• prioritise improvements based on 
residents’ feedback

• created new community meeting spaces 
• review and improve lighting in shared areas 
• tackle anti-social behaviour and help our 

estates become quieter and cleaner. 
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?
DID YOU  
KNOW...
To help communities make 
their own great ideas happen, 
we offer Community Grants 
– last year we supported 11 
community projects through  
a total of £17,045 worth of 
grant funding.

Photo: Members of our Estates 
team on one of their regular 
community clear-ups.



Community heroes like six-year-
old Ronnie from Bath have made 
a fantastic contribution to their 
neighbourhoods. When Ronnie saw 
that rubbish had spread across the 
communal garden where he loves 
to play, he took matters into his 
own hands. Armed with his dad’s 
litter picker, Ronnie single-handedly 
cleaned up all the rubbish that had 
blown across the garden. “I wanted 
to clean up the rubbish in the 

garden because it was very messy. 
It makes me feel sad when people 
litter and it helps the community 
when it’s clean. I’d do it again 
because I love playing in a clean 
garden.” 

Ronnie’s mum, Victoria, 
said: “I’m so proud of 
what a caring young 
man we have living 
here. After what a 
rubbish year these 
kids have had due to 
COVID-19, I wanted to 
share what a grand job 
Ronnie has done.” 
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VOICES



Getting in touch

Last year saw a big shift in how customers interact 
with us. Since the first lockdown in March 2020 many 
customers found digital channels to be the easiest way  
to communicate with us. 

 
 
To support this shift we introduced new 
ways of working and launched new 
features, all designed to make it easier for 
customers to get things done online.

We created a digital team dedicated 
to delivering new features and 
improvements for MyCuro, our secure 
customer portal. The team works with 
customers and colleagues to design, build, 
test and release these new features.

We added several new features to MyCuro 
over the year:

• Reporting complaints and anti-social 
behaviour (ASB) issues

• Seeing home improvements scheduled 
and requesting earlier surveys

• Requesting money advice
• Setting up, changing and viewing Direct 

Debits

In February 2020 we launched WhatsApp as 
an easy way for customers to get in touch 
and include images. Since launching we’ve 
received more than 5,200 messages from 
customers.

Last year saw an increase of 63% in 
customers using Livechat. Livechat is one 
of the quickest ways of contacting us and 
speaking to a person (not a robot!) in our 
Customer Contact team. 

DID YOU  
KNOW...
Over the year the use of digital 
methods continued to grow, 
with more than half of all 
communication from customers 
coming to us via digital channels 
like MyCuro, WhatsApp and other 
social media.

DID YOU  
KNOW...
Around 7,000 customers now use 
MyCuro for everyday tasks like making 
payments, booking repairs and 
accessing useful information.

?

?
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Helping customers  
get online 

Not everyone has access to or 
wants to use digital channels to 
get things done and our traditional 
range of non-digital channels 
haven’t gone away. 

For customers who would like to get online, 
we teamed up with a leading training 
company called We Are Digital to offer free 
training. Of those customers who received this 
training, 80% had no previous experience of 
using a computer or tablet and three quarters 
had no experience of using the internet. 
Having had the training, 100% said that they 
now felt they had some or good knowledge  
of using a computer and the internet.

?

Over lockdown we’ve also been able 
to help sheltered housing residents 
to get online through one to one 
support provided in their own homes. 
One resident who benefited from this 
support is Brian* who lives on his own 
and previously had no experience of 
using the internet. Brian was able to 
video call his family and grandchildren 
who in live in Australia and who he 
hadn’t seen for years. He now regularly 
connects with them online and is 
enjoying seeing his grandchildren grow 
up.

*Not his real name.
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DID YOU  
KNOW...
Our new Customer Navigators are a 
small, dedicated team who work with 
customers who’ve struggled to have 
their needs met through our normal 
channels. This has been partly possible 
because so many more customers 
have started using digital channels – 
that’s freed up time we can dedicate to 
those customers who need a little extra 
help and support. 
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Financial support for customers

The financial pressures on many 
households has been exceptional 
during the COVID-19 pandemic 
and many customers have faced 
claiming state support for the first 
time. We knew we had to find new 
ways to engage with customers 
who were struggling to pay their 
rent or navigate the changing 
welfare system. We designed a 
‘collection with care’ campaign 
which focussed on offering 
support rather than enforcement. 

The campaign launched online with social 
media videos featuring front-line colleagues 
sharing useful advice and easy ways of 
contacting us. The team changed their 
communications – stripping out any mention 
of court or legal action from letters, focussing 
on the support we offer rather than the debt 
owed. We sent handwritten letters and cards 
and switched to video calls for appointments. 
We found that, for some, phone calls for debt 
advice were more effective than home visits 
had ever been. 

Our innovative Passport to Housing service 
was expanded into a second local authority 
area, bringing this pioneering pre-tenancy 
financial support service to even  
more people.

The team also gained independent 
accreditation with Housing Quality Network, 
helping to give customers assurances that 
they will receive the highest quality service 
possible when they work with us. Collection 
with care is the way of the future here at Curo, 
and we won’t be changing it any time soon.

DID YOU  
KNOW...
From our new Make Possible 
fund we paid out £2.5k for 
urgent, crisis requirements 
such as electricity or gas 
top-ups needed on the day, 
phone credit or white goods. 
In addition, our Smooth Move 
initiative provided £8k to help 
customers pay for essential 
items needed when renting a 
Curo home. 

?

?DID YOU  
KNOW...
We secured over 
£800,000 for our 
customers last year 
from charities, grants 
and welfare benefits.
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“The person was lovely and 
reassured me everything is 
going to be okay, they really 
helped me and explained 
what I need to do and when 
to do it.”

CUSTOMER 
VOICES
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Keeping your home safe 

Providing homes that are safe 
is a top priority for us. Despite 
the restrictions imposed by the 
pandemic we strengthened our 
approach to property safety and 
adapted so we could continue to 
comply with our safety duties as  
a landlord. 

DID YOU  
KNOW...

Curo’s Property Safety 
& Compliance team 
look after all landlord 
safety areas including: 
fire safety, electrical 
inspections, asbestos, 
water safety, radon 
inspections, as well as 
mechanical items like 
lifts, hoists, stair lifts 
in common areas and 
inside some homes too.

?



Social distancing and other restrictions due 
to the pandemic meant changes to how 
work could be done in our properties. This, 
along with residents shielding or isolating 
through COVID-19, affected our ability 
to access customers’ homes and some 
communal areas. Where necessary, we put 
in place mitigating measures where social 
restrictions meant our contractors were 
unable to fulfil their duties.

Despite these challenges, we saw a slight 
increase in overall compliance with our 
landlord safety obligations, from 98.36% at 
March 2020 to 98.43% at the end of March 
2021.

Changes to processes and better 
working across Curo teams have 
helped us reduce overdue safety 
tasks considerably over the year. 

We’ve reviewed evacuation policies and 
we started a project to improve the quality 
and accuracy of the safety data we hold 
about customers’ homes and buildings. 
This includes a data cleansing exercise that’s 
already checked 4,300 safety certificates and 
the data we hold on 20,000 safety-critical 
items like boilers and smoke detectors. 

In the middle of 2020 we started a review 
of our property safety policies, procedures 
and processes to ensure they’re in line with 
legislation and best practice, especially the 
new Fire Safety Act and Building Safety Bill 
that’s coming in. 

We took great care to carry 
out our essential safety checks 
throughout lockdown sensitively 
and safely: “The Curo engineer 
was polite and friendly and 
totally respected the fact we are 
a shielding house, wiped down 
everything he touched, wore 
mask and gloves at all times 
and because I explained our 
situation to him he even very 
kindly asked was there anything 
we needed from the shop as 
he’s working in the area. You 
don’t get better service than that 
in these trying times.” 

Sharon, Odd Down, Bath.
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Repairing your home

Throughout the pandemic, we 
were able to provide a repairs 
service to customers 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week for 
the 365 days across 2020-2021. 
Government restrictions meant 
we had to restrict our repairs 
to an essential-only service for 
periods of the year to help protect 
customers and colleagues. 

We attended 100% of our emergency repairs 
on the same day and 98.9% of our urgent 
repairs by the end of the next working 
day. We attended and completed 8,500 
emergency or urgent repairs during the year.

Fixing things first time, and quickly, is 
important to us and to our customers. This 
year, 95% of repairs were completed in a single 
visit and our average time to complete a repair 
was just over 18 days.

Last year customers gave our 
repairs service a 91% customer 
satisfaction score – where we had 
to use a contractor that score was 
77%.

We started a project to improve the repairs 
experience for customers, with the aim of 
completing repairs to a high standard, in a 
single visit. We listened to feedback and talked 
to customers through focus groups to help 
shape these improvements. We’ve:

• Cut down travel between jobs to help us get 
to more repairs each day.

• Started using a video diagnostic tool called 
SightCall to help better diagnose repairs so 
we can send the right trade to fix a repair.

• Made information about repairs more 
visible to other colleagues so they can 
help manage our repairs better and avoid 
unnecessary delays.

• Become more flexible so some repairs can 
be completed outside properties without 
customers needing to be at home.

• Booked multiple jobs at the same property 
so that they’re carried out on the same day 
wherever possible.

DID YOU  
KNOW...

We completed 38,000 
repairs over the year. 
Of these, 33,000 were 
completed by our own 
repair teams with 5,000 
repairs carried out by our 
specialist contractors.

?
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We ended the financial year with another 
lockdown which limited the number of 
repairs we could complete. This added 
an additional 1,000 repairs and increased 
customer waiting time. In the coming 
year we aim to bring our list of repair jobs 
back to normal levels and we’ll continue to 
talk to customers about how we can keep 
improving our service.
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Curo resident Courtney 
who lives in Clandown told 
us about her experience 
of using SightCall to help 
us diagnose a repair: “It 
was very helpful to show 
the repair that was needed 
so the tradesperson could 
come out with the correct 
parts and enough time to 
complete the job first time. 
I’ve had several repairs in 
the past that have needed 
several visits due to parts 
being needed and this 
has changed that. I would 
definitely use SightCall 
again.”



Improving your home

At the start of the 2020-2021 financial year we planned 
to deliver a programme of home improvements that 
would have upgraded 1,095 ‘components’ (like kitchens, 
bathrooms or heating systems) in customers’ homes and 
26 blocks across our estates.

The first national lockdown in March 2020 had 
a devastating impact on our ability to deliver 
these improvements. All our improvement 
works were placed on hold for four months 
and as the country emerged from lockdown, 
significant challenges presented themselves. 
Many of the contractors we use for home 
improvements were furloughed with greatly 
reduced availability; we faced shortages of 
materials due to reduced manufacturing 
capacity; and Curo colleagues and customers 
often needed to isolate or shield.

Even with these challenges,  
we were able to deliver 88%  
of our planned improvements 
programme during the year.

We took the opportunity to test the changes 
we’d made to the way we deliver our 
improvement works in residents’ homes. 
We asked customers to tell us what worked 
well and what we should improve. Using this 
insight, we made several changes to the way 
we communicate and involve customers in  
the planning and delivery of their work. 

The result was a real upturn in customer 
satisfaction, moving from 89% in March 2019 
to 95% by March 2021.
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The volume and timing of the 
complaints we received changed 
considerably last year. The year 
started with a large reduction 
in the number of complaints 
coinciding with the first national 
lockdown. As the year progressed, 
complaint levels rose swiftly 
leading to more complaints to 
manage in a compressed amount 
of time.

That made it harder to resolve the relatively 
large numbers of complaints received in a 
timely manner and we want to do better. 
Complaints about delays were the most 
common, with almost half of complaints 
raised related to this theme. COVID-19 
restrictions have often impacted our ability 
to resolve complaints about practical issues 
which require visits to customers’ homes. For 
example, some customers have asked us to 
pause work to resolve their complaint until 
they’re comfortable with work taking place in 
their homes. 

We know that resolving complaints as soon 
as possible needs to be an area of focus for 
the year ahead and this is something we 
continue to work on. 

Our longer-term focus is on learning from 
the complaints we receive so that we can 
understand what’s gone wrong and make 
changes to ensure the same thing doesn’t 
happen again. We do this by listening to 
customers and through our regular reviews 
which take place with colleagues and 
customers four times a year at our Complaints 
Review Forum. 

Complaints 
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Find out more: 
For a detailed look at how we managed 
and learned from complaints over the 
year view or download our Complaints 
Annual Report at www.curo-group.co.uk/
annualreport 



Independent Lives

Work Wise
In 2020-2021 our Independent Lives services 
have supported 3,676 customers to live 
independent and successful lives. Curo’s 
Work Wise team is a vital part of the services 
offered. They support customers to gain 
employability skills, build confidence and 
get into work. Against a backdrop of rising 
unemployment due to COVID-19, the team 
successfully supported 75 people to gain 
new jobs.

Open to anyone, not just Curo residents, 
Work Wise initiatives include educational 
and work placements, Kickstart for young 
people, and traineeships. The team also 
offers skills academies, with the first 
focussing on construction and aiming to run 
at regular intervals throughout the year. In 
partnership with Bath College and Madigan 
Gill, the academy aims to deliver training and 
qualifications to meet the current and future 
demand within the construction sector. 

As the pandemic fuelled the ‘Zoom boom’ for 
many people, the issue of ‘digital exclusion’ 
(not being able to use digital devices such as 
computers or smart phones and the internet) 
was brought into sharp relief. 

With 22% of the UK population experiencing 
digital exclusion before the pandemic took 
hold, COVID-19 only deepened existing 
inequalities and barriers to employment. In 
response the Work Wise team purchased a 
stock of laptops which we offer to customers 
so they can take online training, search for 
jobs and, in some cases, take part in online 
job interviews. 
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Jennie* was referred to 
Work Wise by one of our 
partners: “I was applying for 
lots of jobs and never got 
any response, which made 
me feel depressed and 
hopeless. Work Wise showed 
me what I was doing wrong 
and gave me lots of tips and 
tricks to get my application 
noticed. It worked! In the 
end I had more than one job 
offer to choose from.” 

*Not her real name.
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Through our Independent 
Lives services we help deliver 
social prescribing schemes in 
North Somerset. With a social 
prescription, patients are 
connected with Link Workers 
who support people who may 
be struggling with problems 
such as social isolation or 
anxiety by connecting them 
to services in the community 
which can help. 

Karen, from Portishead, 
was referred to us as she 
was feeling very isolated 
and struggling with her 
mental health. She told 
us: “The service has been 
fantastic, especially during 
these difficult times. I really 
hit rock bottom but my link 
worker James helped me 
to get some things sorted 
out and this helped my 
mental health to improve. I 
would recommend the social 
prescribing scheme to anyone 
who is struggling.”

Photo: Karen with Curo Link Worker 
James Woods



Building new homes 

This year we delivered 286 new 
homes for social and affordable 
rent, open market sale and Shared 
Ownership. Despite challenges 
raised by Brexit, supply chain 
delays, skills shortages and site 
closures due to COVID-19, we were 
able to hit our new homes target 
for the 2020/21 financial year.

Most of our new-build homes were delivered 
in Bath & North East Somerset (111 homes) 
with the remainder in South Gloucestershire 
(71 homes), Wiltshire (53 homes) and Bristol 
(51 homes). The majority of these (242) were 
affordable housing, while 44 homes were sold 
on the open market with the proceeds being 
reinvested in providing social housing and 
support services.

We have many active housing developments 
across the West of England – from our flagship 
scheme of almost 700 homes in Bath at 
Mulberry Park, to smaller inner-city and rural 
projects. In March this year we started works 
at The Willows, one of a number of 100% 
affordable housing schemes we are currently 
building in Bristol and the wider area. In 
September 2020 we also began construction 
of 154 homes at Eaton Park in Yatton, where 
the first residents have recently moved into 
their new homes. 
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?
DID YOU  
KNOW...
 
Earlier in 2021 we launched 
our Design Code, a set of 
principles outlining how 
we’re going to meet the 
Government’s recently 
published green building 
standards on new affordable 
housing schemes.

Curo is committed to making our new 
affordable homes net zero carbon by 
2030. Aside from the environmental 
benefits, this also means our homes 
will provide better thermal comfort and 
reduced energy bills for residents.

The Design Code is both a road map 
and a tool that will help to ensure our 
new homes and neighbourhoods can 
meet future targets not just on carbon 
emissions, but also building standards 
and other emerging guidance 
aimed at delivering more sustainable 
developments, such as biodiversity 
net gain (where we leave plant and 
animal life in a better condition than 
found). We’ve recently designed our first 
affordable housing development based 
on the Code – a 70-home scheme in 
Bishopsworth, Bristol which is currently 
awaiting planning consent from the local 
authority.
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In 2020 four local families 
moved in to the region’s first 
Passivhaus homes. Curo built 
these ultra energy efficient 
homes at our Mulberry Park 
development in Bath – all 
were let at social rents to local 
families in housing need. 
Curo resident Nick told us: 
“This home is like a shining 
glimmer of hope… This past 
year has been quite difficult 
for us but now I feel like I’m 
finally able to provide the 
home my boys deserve; they 
deserve to grow up in a safe, 
secure home where they  
can thrive.”



On these pages 
you’ll find a range of 
performance figures 
that show how we 
performed in 2020-21. 
Where we set targets, 
we’ve shown whether 
we’ve hit or missed them. 
We have also compared 
performance with the 
previous 12 months 
where we have this data.

Your home

Emergency repairs attended 
within 24 hours

Satisfaction with repairs

90%

100%

91%

100%

89%

99%

93%

£125

95%

£117

93%

£120

Upgrades made to homes (eg 
kitchens, bathrooms, heating)

901918
944

Repair appointments kept

92%
92%

94%

Repair requests received

Repairs completed at first visit

Average cost of a repair

41,722
46,555

2019/20

Target hit

Target missed

Key:
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The year in numbers

Overall  
satisfaction  
with Curo

Customer 
Commitments 
delivered

81%

100%

86%

25%

83%

88%



Your home (cont)

Independent 
Lives 
(sheltered and supported 
housing services)

Percentage of customers satisfied 
with our Independent Lives services

95%

2,650

96%
98%

Number of people supported 
by Independent Lives services

3,676
3,661

Customer Satisfaction with our 
Voids and Lettings service

Homes that had a home safety  
visit during the year

88%

100%

87%

99.9%

88%

100%

Contacting 
Curo

Satisfaction with customer contact

92%
87

Calls answered by Customer 
Contact team

100,702
140,737

Phone enquiries actioned 
without being passed on

90%

88%

60%

97%

50%

93%

59%

Average call wait time

Calls answered within 30 seconds

92 secs
51 secs
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Putting things 
right

Building and 
letting homes

Homes built for market sale

44

Total unpaid rent (arrears)

£1.62m

Amount lost through properties 
being empty 

£1.20m

Complaints resolved at first stage

44%
32% 

331 

42 

£1.94m 

£1.41m 

36%

237

Time taken to reach resolution

36 days
18.5 39

Complaints received

1,006
1,182 858

Homes built for social/affordable 
rent and shared ownership

242

Your 
neighbourhood

Involving 
residentsSatisfaction with grounds maintenance

Number of anti-social behaviour 
cases received

62%

3,018

59%

3,280

Satisfaction with communal cleaning

59%
56% 58%

62%

Residents involved in engagement 
activities

1,942
1,383



Maintaining existing 
homes and services

Bank charges and  
interest on loans 

Reinvested in brand  
new homes

How we spend each  
£1 of income

Find out more: 
This year we published our first 
Environmental, Social & Governance 
Report – you can view or download 
a copy at www.curo-group.co.uk/
annualreport 
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Curo

Book it, pay it, check it - get things done 
quicker at MyCuro 
curo-group.co.uk/mycuro

Live chat, Facebook, Twitter, email & more
curo-group.co.uk/contact

T: 01225 366000
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If you would like this information 
in an alternative format please 
get in touch.

Find out more: 
Our statutory Financial Statements contain more 
detailed financial and performance information – 
view or download a copy at  
www.curo-group.co.uk/annualreport 

http://curo-group.co.uk/mycuro
http://curo-group.co.uk/contact

